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Abstract
Numerical models of crop response to irrigation and weather forecasts with internet access should be fully
utilized in modern irrigation management. In this respect, we developed a new numerical scheme to optimize
irrigation depth that maximizes net income. Net income was calculated as a function of cumulative transpiration
over irrigation interval which depends on irrigation depth. To evaluate this scheme, we carried out a field
experiment for groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) grown in a sandy field of the Arid Land Research Center,
Tottori University, Japan. Two treatments were established to compare the net income of the proposed scheme
with that of an automated irrigation system. Results showed that although the proposed scheme gave a larger
amount of seasonal irrigation water 28%, it achieved 2.18 times of net income owing to 51% higher yield
compared to results of the automated irrigation system. This suggests that the proposed scheme would be more
economical tool than automated irrigation systems to optimize irrigation depths.
Keywords: automated irrigation, soil water content, drought, transpiration, net income, numerical simulation
1. Introduction
Irrigation is a vital factor for agriculture in both arid and semi-arid regions. Even in the humid and sub-humid
regions, it is essential for rain-fed crops during drought periods when rainfall fails to provide sufficient moisture
for stabilized crop production (Debaeke & Aboudrare, 2004). Approximately, 70% of global water resources are
used for irrigation (WWAP, 2012). By 2050, the global population is forecasted to reach 9 billion (United
Nations, 2007); therefore, the world needs to produce at least 50% more food (World Bank 2016). This gives the
irrigation a great challenge in the coming decades to satisfy world’s requirements from food, particularly in
countries with limited water resources.
To manage irrigation more efficiently, both frequency and amount of watering must be determined carefully.
With adopting computer and electronic technologies in agriculture, farmers may schedule irrigation water more
efficiently. Mbabazi et al. (2017) used an average of the previous 5-day crop evapotranspiration to develop an
irrigation scheduling for Avocado using technology of mobile irrigation applications. Yet irrigation scheduling is
more efficient if methodologies of soil water sensors are used (Irrigation Association, 2011). Consequently,
automated irrigation systems with sensors are widely used to meet crop water needs more precisely (Cancela et
al., 2015; Osroosh et al., 2015). Liang et al. (2016) used data of soil water tension from wireless soil moisture
sensors and the van Genuchten model (van Genuchten, 1980) to schedule irrigation water. Stirzaker et al. (2017)
used electronic detectors for wetting front of infiltrated irrigation water through the soil profile to close a
solenoid valve at a certain value to manage irrigation water. Those technologies, however, require high initial
investment; therefore, the foundation of cheap technologies will encourage farmers to save irrigation water. For
example, numerical simulation of water flow and crop growth can be utilized as a substitute for sensing drought
stress.
Linking weather forecasts with irrigation scheduling may improve irrigation water management since
availability of quantitative weather forecasts of acceptable accuracy with internet access. Lorite et al. (2015)
used free accessible online weather forecasts to determine irrigation scheduling based on daily and weekly
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reference evapotranspiration. Delgoda et al. (2016) used weather forecasts and AquaCrop model (Steduto, Hsiao,
Raes, & Fereres, 2009) to validate their framework that based on model predictive control to minimize both root
zone soil moisture deficit and irrigation depth under water scarcity conditions. Combination of a multi-objective
function and weather forecasts were used to give users a choice of optimal yield-irrigation combinations (Linker
& Sylaios, 2016). This optimization was based on the end of seasonal yield and irrigation. Wang and Cai (2009)
used a genetic algorithm (GA) to schedule irrigation water assuming perfect weather forecasts for either
non-overlapping two weeks or the entire growing season.
Irrigation scheduling is generally targeted to improve water use efficiency; however, it is worth to consider net
income as well. Concerning the economic benefits in relation to irrigation water, Yang et al. (2017) developed a
flexible irrigation scheduling decision support system using fuzzy programming and interval optimization
approaches. They used four multiple objective functions with different purposes (1) to maximize the gross
economic profit; (2) to maximize the net economic profit; (3) to maximize the economic benefits per unit
acreage of cultivated land; and (4) to maximize the economic benefits per unit cubic meter of irrigation water
supply. Note that those functions were based on uncertain data of crop evapotranspiration; that would be a major
constraint of that model. Moreover, Wang and Cai (2009) developed an optimization framework combined the
SWAP model (Van Dam et al., 1997) and the GA to search for both irrigation dates and depths that maximize
profits. They calculated net income for the entire season based on seasonal yield and seasonal fixed irrigation
cost.
Water scarcity threatens the future of world food; therefore, governments typically set a price on water to
motivate farmers to save irrigation water. Bozorg-Haddad et al. (2016) estimated farmer’s response to the price
of agricultural water. No effect on water use was found under low prices compared to non-priced water.
Fujimaki et al. (2015) developed an optimization scheme to determine irrigation depths that maximize net
income at fixed irrigation interval. That scheme was incorporated into a two-dimensional model of water, solute,
and heat movement in soils (WASH_2D). To test that method, they carried out two preliminary field experiments
in two different locations, soils and crops. The first experiment was carried out at the Institute des Régions
Arides (IRA), Medenine, Tunisia, during 2011-2012. The measured crop was barley (Hordeum vulgar L. cv.
Ardhaui) grown in loamy sand soil. The second experiment was carried out at the Arid Land Research Center,
Tottori University, Japan, in 2013; the measured crop was sweet corn (Zea mays, cv. Amaenbou86) grown in
sandy soil. Results of those experiments, however, are not satisfied to validate that scheme; it still needs more
field experiments under different combinations of climate, soil, and crop to give users more confidence in its
effectiveness. The objective of this paper, therefore, was to evaluate the optimization scheme to determine
irrigation depth that maximizes net income using a major crop, groundnut. The specific goal was to replace
capital-intensive automated irrigation methods with a low-cost scheme based on freely available weather data
and numerical simulation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 The Process Model
A two-dimensional physically based model, WASH_2D was used. It can simulate water, solute, and heat
movement in soils with the finite difference method. It includes a module for simulating root water uptake and
crop growth. This software is freely distributed with source code under a general public license from the website
of the Arid Land Research Center, Tottori University (http://www.alrc.tottori-u.ac.jp/fujimaki/download/
WASH_2D). A detailed description of the model was informed by Fujimaki et al. (2015).
2.2 Numerical Scheme
2.2.1 Maximization of Net Income
Net income, In ($ ha-1) was calculated at each irrigation interval in proportion to the increment in dry matter
attained during the irrigation interval (Fujimaki et al., 2015):
In = Pc ετi ki – Pw W – Cot

(1)

-1

where, Pc is the producer’s price of crop ($ kg DM), ε is transpiration productivity of the crop ((produced dry
matter (kg ha-1) divided by cumulative transpiration (kg ha-1)), τi is cumulative transpiration during the interval
(kg ha-1), ki is the income correction factor, Pw is the price of water ($ kg-1), W is the irrigation depth (1 cm =
100 000 kg ha-1), and Cot is other costs ($ ha-1).
In Equation (1), the income correction factor was considered to avoid possible underestimation for the
contribution of initial transpiration to the entire quantum of growth; because transpiration in the initial growth
stage is smaller than that in later stages. Estimation of ki was suggested in Fujimaki et al. (2015).
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(cm s-1), was calculated by integrating the water uptake rate, S, over the root zone:
Tr = L-1
x

Lx Lz
Sdxdz
0
0

(2)

where, Lx and Lz are width and depth of root zone. A macroscopic root water uptake model (Feddes & Raats,
2004) was used to predict the water uptake rate, S (cm s-1):
S = Tp αw β

(3)

-1

where, Tp, αw and β are potential transpiration (cm s ), reduction coefficient of root water uptake and
normalized root density distribution, respectively. The Tp was calculated by multiplying reference
evapotranspiration by basal crop coefficient, Kc , as follows:
Tp = Ep Kc

(4)

-1

where, Ep is reference evapotranspiration (cm s ), calculated by the Penman-Monteith equation (Allen, Pereira,
Raes, & Smith, 1998). Since the crop coefficient is largely affected by growth stage, it was expressed as a
function of transpiration as follows:
Kc = akc 1 – exp bkc τ + ckc

(5)

where, akc , bkc and ckc are fitting parameters. Estimated value of those parameters depends on each growth
stage of the plant. Fujimaki et al. (2015) suggested their values by measuring cumulative transpiration rate via a
weighing lysimeter.
The reduction of the water uptake rate, α is a function of drought and osmotic stresses; WASH_2D model uses
so-called additive function as follows:
α=

1

1+

(6)

p
ψ
ψ
+ o
ψ50 ψo50

where, ψ and ψo are the matric and osmotic heads, respectively, and ψ50, ψo50, and p are fitting parameters (van
Genuchten, 1987).
In this paper, the equation that describes the normalized root activity, β, is modified as follows:
β = 0.75 brt + 1 drt

-brt -1

drt – z + zr0

brt

grt 1 – x2 grt

-2

(7)

where, brt is a fitting parameter; drt and grt are the depth and width of the root zone (cm), respectively; x is the
horizontal distance; z is the soil depth; and zr0 is the depth below which roots exist (cm). In general, the roots of
cultivated plants start from about 2.5 cm below the soil surface, therefore, we have added as a new parameter to
make the model more realistic. The drt was also expressed as a function of transpiration as follows:
drt = adrt 1 – exp bdrt τ + cdrt

(8)

where, adrt, bdrt and cdrt are fitting parameters. By expressing both Kc and drt as functions of cumulative
transpiration as independent variables instead of days after sowing, WASH_2D may express plant growth more
dynamically responding to drought or salinity stresses.
2.2.2 Optimization of Irrigation Depth
To minimize repetition of numerical prediction in non-linear optimization, we used the following scheme
proposed by Fujimaki et al. (2015).
First, it is assumed that cumulative transpiration rate at each irrigation interval may be empirically described as:
τi = ∫Tr dt = aτ 1 – exp bτ W + τ0

(9)

where, aτ and bτ are fitting parameters and τ0 is τ at W = 0. Note that even when W = 0, the plant can still
uptake remained available water from the soil.
Second, maximum In is achieved when the derivative of Equation (1) for W becomes zero:
dIn
dW

= -Pc εki aτ bτ exp bτ W – Pw = 0
1

Pw

bτ

Pc εki aτ bτ

W = - ln

(10)
(11)

The values of aτ and bτ must be known; therefore, two additional points of transpiration at maximum
(Wmax , τmax ) and intermediate (Wmid , τmid ) irrigation depths should be assessed:
τmax = aτ 1 – exp bτ Wmax

+ τ0

(12)

τmid = aτ 1 – exp bτ Wmid

+ τ0

(13)
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Rearranginng Equation (112) gives,
aτ =

τmax – τ0

(14)

1 – exp bτ Wmax

and Equatiion (12)-Equattion (13) givess,
aτ =

τmax – τmid

(15)

exp bτ Wmid – exp bτ Wm
max

Then,
τmax – τmid
eexp bτ Wmid – exp bτ Wmax

–

τm
max – τ0
1 – expp bτ Wmax

=0

(16)

The value of bτ can be easily searched using the bbisection numeerical method. Finally, by prredicting τ at three
irrigation depths, zero, the upper lim
mit, and an inntermediate value, we can determine irrrigation depth
h that
maximizess the net incom
me.
2.3 Optimiization Proceddure
The optim
mization proceddure (Figure 1)) consists of tw
wo major stepss: (1) update ruun was done inn the early morrning
of each irrrigation day. Itt uses records of irrigation, w
weather and cuumulative trannspiration since the last irrigation
day to estiimate an initiaal condition of the soil moistture. Then, (2)) optimization run was carrieed out using re
esults
of update run as initiall condition annd weather forrecast data unntil the next irrrigation day retrieved from
m the
website oof Yahoo! Jaapan (URL: http://weatherr.yahoo.co.jp/w
weather/jp/31/66910/31302.httml) to deterrmine
irrigation depth. Weatheer data includding solar radiiation, air tem
mperature, relaative humidityy, wind speed,, and
rainfall weere collected from
f
a weatheer station locaated at about 220 m away frrom the experrimental field. This
website prrovides all requuired parameteers except solaar radiation, buut provides cattegorical estim
mates of cloud cover.
c
Therefore,, we used an empirical
e
relattionship betweeen cloud covver and the rattio of extraterrrestrial radiatio
on to
solar radiaation. The estim
mated values oof solar radiatiion in terms off the three classses of cloud ccover were (“c
clear”
= 0.82, “clloudy” = 0.63, and “rain” = 00.32).

Figure 1. Num
merical proceddure of determiination irrigatiion depth that m
maximizes nett income
Experiment
2.4 Field E
A field expperiment was carried out in a sandy field of the Arid Laand Research center, Tottorii, Japan (35°32
209N
134°1239E
E), in 2017. Tw
wo treatments were establishhed: (1) treatment A, an automated irrigatioon system base
ed on
a thresholdd value of soil water potentiaal of 45 cm, annd (2) treatment S, the propoosed scheme. E
Each treatment had
two plots aas replicates. Each
E
plot was 10 m long andd 16 m wide.
The soil w
was sand withh hydraulic prroperties as shhown in Figurre 2. In treatm
ment A, three tensiometers were
installed aat the depth of
o 10 cm beloow three plannts to automattically managee irrigation. Inn treatment S,
S the
accuracy of numerical simulation w
was evaluatedd in terms oof soil moistuure using tweelve time domain
reflectomeetry probes (TD
DR-SK10 probbes by Sankeirrika, Japan andd TDR 100 by Campbell Scieentific, Ltd., USA).
U
TDR probbes were horizoontally inserteed at 6 locationns ((x, z) = (00, 5), (0, 15), ((0, 45), (15, 5)), (15, 15), (45
5, 5))
with two rreplicates, wheere x is horizonntal distance (ccm) from drip tube.
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Irrigation w
water was appplied through a drip irrigationn system with emitters spaceed at 20 cm along laterals sp
paced
at 90 cm. The dischargee rate of emitteers was 1 L h-1 and correspoonding irrigatioon intensity w
was 5.55 mm h-1. In
treatment A, Irrigation water was appplied for an hour when thhe average suuction of the three tensiom
meters
exceeded 445 cm. In the treatment S, the irrigation interval was ffixed at two ddays and the ooptimized irrigation
depth resuulted from the simulation
s
wass manually appplied. Transpirration productiivity of the croop was set at 0.004.
The water price was set at 0.0003 ($ kgg-1) which is similar to the leevel used in Isrrael (Cornish, Bosworth, & Perry,
P
2004). Liqquid fertilizer (N = 12%, P2O5 = 5%, K2O = 7%) andd calcium chloride (CaCl2) were applied at a
constant ddaily rate throuughout the grow
wing season uusing a mixer. T
The total applied amount off N and CaCl2 were
8.56 g m-2 and 12.96 g m-2, respectivelly. The salinityy of the irrigatiion water was aas low as 0.1 ddS m-1.

Figurre 2. Hydraulic properties off the field soil
Groundnutt (Arachis hyppogaea L.) was planted in roows (laterals) aat 20 cm spaciing on 9 May.. We independently
determinedd parameter values
v
of the sstress responsee function for groundnut ass listed in Tabble 1 using me
ethod
described bby Yanagawa and Fujimaki ((2013).
Parameter values of thee crop coefficients were uppdated four tim
mes throughouut the growingg season such
h that
simulated evapotranspiraation matchedd the measuredd values (Figurre 3). Leaf areea index (LAI)) was calculate
ed as
eaves
the ratio oof sampled leaf area to harveested ground aarea. Vegetativve biomass waas measured byy separating le
and stem oof sampled plaants and then ddried at 70 °C uuntil constant w
weight. The seeasonal incomee was calculate
ed by
setting thee price of seeed crop at 5 $ kg-1 based on average m
marketable pricces in Japan iin 2017. Irrigation
applicationn was stopped on 5 Septembber and the cropp was harvesteed on 31 Octobber.
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Table 1. Paarameter valuees of plant grow
wth and stress response funcctions used in tthis numerical scheme
Parameter
akkc
bkkc
ckkc
ψ50 (cm)
ψo50 (cm)
P
brrt
drrt
grrt
zrro
addrt
bddrt
cddrt

Value
1.2
-0.5
0.1
-48
-3000
4.7
1
?
30
2
43
-0.4
5

R
Remark
E
Equation (5)

E
Equation (6)

E
Equation (7)

E
Equation (8)

Figurre 3. Crop coeffficient in term
ms of cumulativve transpiration updated for four time perioods during the
experimentaal crop development
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Leaf Area Index and Biomass
Result of ffive measurem
ments for eitherr leaf area index or biomass was shown inn Figure 4. Deespite water applied
to treatmeent S exceededd that of treattment A underr the same appplication rate of nutrients, tthere was no large
difference between leaff area indices or biomass tilll 75 days afteer planting (D
DAP) in both ttreatment A an
nd S.
During repproductive staages from R1 (31 DAP; beeginning bloom
m; Boote, 19882) until R6 (774 DAP; full seed
filling), booth pegging and
a developingg pods compeete vegetative growth for ccarbohydrates and nutrients;; that
might be rreduced growthh of leaf area ttemporarily forr the treatmentt S. Beyond thee R6 stage till the maturity, both
b
LAI and bbiomass of the treatment A w
were lagged beehind compared to treatmentt S. Reduced w
water availabiliity in
the treatm
ment A may haave reduced bboth leaf area and biomass production. T
This result is in agreement with
findings off (Haro, Dardaanelli, Otegui, & Collino, 2008).
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Figure 4. Measured leaff area index annd biomass of ggroundnut (Arrachis hypogaeea L.) over tim
me in two irriga
ation
trreatments
3.2 Soil Wa
Water Content
To evaluatte the accuracyy of the modell on predictingg soil water coontents, we com
mpared simulaated water con
ntents
with meassured ones (F
Figure 5). Botth simulated and measuredd soil water contents weree specified in two
dimensionns (x and z), where,
w
x repreesents the horrizontal distance from a lateeral and z is tthe soil depth
h. We
represented soil water coontents for a pperiod of one w
week under tw
wo different connditions: two iirrigation even
nts on
4 and 6 Auugust; and rainnfall events staarted from 7 A
August to 10 A
August. On 4 A
August, the moodel suggested 15.6
mm of irriigation depth for the next tw
wo days and tthis was the hiighest predicteed value throuughout the growing
season. It w
was added twiice, before andd afternoon, duue to water bloock. Consequenntly, at the poiint of x = 0 cm
m and
z = 5 cm, tthe model undderestimated thhe volumetric w
water content. This may be ddue to overestiimation of pote
ential
transpiratioon and root water
w
uptake, aand hence cropp coefficient fu
function was ccorrected downnward. Meanw
while,
there weree no remarkabble changes in soil water staatus at the poinnt (x = 40 cm
m and z = 5 cm
m) during irrigation
events andd the model coould fairly sim
mulate and resppond to changees in volumetrric water conteents during raiinfall
events.
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Figure 55. Comparison between meassured and simuulated volumettric soil water content at twoo dimensions (x
x=
distaance from nearrest drip irrigattion lateral, z = soil depth) inn treatment S
3.3 Effectiiveness of Integgration of Weaather Forecast With the Numerical Schemee
The integrration of weathher forecasts w
with the propossed scheme waas effectively cconsidered irriggation management.
For exampple, the modell suggested thaat no irrigation required on 10 August, aas weather foreecasts predicte
ed 12
mm of rainnfall in additioon to water conntent stored in the soil were adequate to m
meet crop waterr needs. In con
ntrast,
4.8 mm waas applied throough the autom
mated irrigationn system on 111 August just 5 h before rainffall (Figure 6).

Figure 66. An examplee of improper aapplication of w
water by the auutomated systeem. 4.8 mm w
was applied whiile
preseented scheme suggested not to irrigate in rresponse to thee forecast rain
3.4 Effectiiveness of the Proposed
P
Scheeme on Net Inccome
As describbed in the preevious section,, the proposedd scheme optim
mizes irrigatioon depth that gives maxima
al net
income when three valuues of transpiiration are preedicted. An exxample of thee optimization from a sched
duled
irrigation oof 6 August is shown in Figuure 7. An irriggation depth off 0.87 cm was derived at the maximum poiint of
the net inccome curve. Noote that predicted transpiratioon is lower at 0.87 cm than aat 1.5 cm irrigaation depth.
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Figure 7. An example
e
of hoow the irrigatioon depth is optiimized on a sccheduled irrigaation day
in the pproposed schem
me
ent S
Finally, thhe effect of thee proposed schheme on total net income iss shown in Figgure 8. Althouugh the treatme
gave the laarger seasonal amount of irriigation water bby 28%, it achhieved 2.18 tim
mes of net incoome of treatment A.
Seed yieldd of groundnutt of treatment S was 51% larrger than treatm
ment A, and itt could justify the cost of applied
water. Thee reason for a lower yield inn treatment A was probablyy due to smalller irrigation aamount and trigger
value of 445 cm might be
b too strict unnder current ccombination of prices for eiither crop or w
water. Difficullty in
determininng economicallly optimum trrigger value w
without expensive field trialls is another ddisadvantage of
o an
automatedd irrigation sysstem. During tthe harvest, w
we obtained a lot of pops (ppods in full sizze with no ke
ernels
inside), that led yield deecreased in booth treatments A and S. Thiss might be duee to an inadeqquate amount of
o Ca
applied to the crop in thee early stages oof reproductivee stage.
3.5 Compaarison Betweenn Forecast andd Actual Rainfa
fall
Since accuuracy in rainfalll forecasts havve a large effeect on the perfoormance of thee proposed schheme, we comp
pared
between fo
forecast and acctual daily efffective rainfalll as shown inn Figure 9. In the analysis, the daily effe
ective
rainfall waas set as 20 mm,
m because addditional rainffall larger thann this value is lost due to deeep percolation
n and
cannot be used by cropss. The RMSE was 4.63 mm
m. In comparisson with Fujim
maki et al. (20015), we found
d that
accuracy oof weather forrecasts are gettting improvedd that would iimprove efficiency of the prroposed schem
me to
determine irrigation deppth. Thus, it m
may be consideered as an effiicient and econnomical tool ffor irrigation water
w
managemeent.
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Figure 8. Total incom
me and net incoome of the twoo irrigation treaatments. (Treaatment A: autom
mated irrigatio
on
scheduuling based on soil water sucction monitorinng; Treatment S: optimization of irrigation depth from th
he
numeerical scheme)

Figurre 9. Comparisson of forecastt and actual daiily effective raainfall for the eentire growingg season of the
experimental periodd
4. Conclussion
In this papper, we evaluaated the effecttiveness of thee proposed sccheme on deteermination of ooptimum irrigation
depth that maximizes neet income usinng a major cropp, groundnut ((Arachis hypoggaea L.). Thiss scheme comb
bined
local weatther forecasts and a plant growth model tto predict cum
mulative transppiration in ressponse to irrigation
depth. It aalso considers water price w
which should bee set at a highh level that maay give farmerrs incentive to save
irrigation w
water. To checck the benefits, the proposedd scheme was ccompared withh an automatedd irrigation me
ethod
by carryinng out a field experiment in a sand field. A
Although the prroposed schem
me required 28% more water than
automatedd irrigation system, it couldd achieve 2.188 times of net income. Thiis does not m
mean that prop
posed
scheme wasted water ass it gave a 51%
% higher seedd yield compaared to an autoomated irrigatiion treatment. This
64
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probably emphasizes that the proposed scheme is a useful tool to determine irrigation depths, enhance net
income and save the initial investments required to construct an automated irrigation system.
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